2018 Database Report
There is an open access database at ceskyfouseknorthamerica.org. Because of the collaboration
with the KCHCF we were able to include information this year for their dogs registered in 2016
& to April 2017. The Dutch registrations are updated from Raad van Beher Stamboek (on-line
source) and German information is also acquired through their club website. New Zealand dogs
are entered through email correspondence as their registration numbers often take quite a long
time. Iveta Dočkalová was able to acquire a text document of all Slovakian registrations from
1994-2017. Pavel Dostál has scanned and sent the information for dogs in their studbook (males
an females) from 1936- 1947, males from 1948- 1950s. All of these have been entered into the
database. Some older dogs were Pudlepointers or German Shorthaired Pointers. I have gotten an
old Pudlepointer database but have not yet entered it. I was able to trace back most of the
German Shorthaired Pointer pedigrees to ~1870. There are additional old CF pedigrees (also
sometimes under the name of Deutsch Drahthaar) that have not yet been entered. Many
pedigrees can be advanced through the DGStB (Deutsches Gebrauchunde-Stammbuch), but I do
not have access to those older books yet.
Currently there are just under 23,000 individual dogs entered into the database. We are still
anxious to get photographs of older club dogs so we can enter those in as well. Several
photographers in the Czech Republic have been sending me dog show photographs of their dogs,
especially females, to enter but I have not yet had time to edit them into the correct format.
Welcome to The Český Fousek North America database!

To keep a little control over the dogs in the database only moderators and admins of the website are allowed
to enter information into the database. If you want to have your dog added or have updates on existing dogs
you can "contact us". If you like this site, we would greatly appreciate any donations. You can donate books,
magazines or if you like a donation through paypal that is welcome too.
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The public access site gives information about individual dogs including; pedigree, pedigree
analysis, relatives, offspring, titles, test scores, health, links to videos or outside websites,
measurements, exterior, and reverse pedigree. Each dog listed is shown as a clickable hyperlink
to its individual page. Pedigrees can be printed out in a pdf format.
At the moment Test Mating are available under “Tools”. Some information is restricted and can
be accessed using a login. The database is available on request for researchers.
My goal is to have as complete a pedigree as possible, back to founders so that the mean kinship
calculations are meaningful and we can do cluster analysis for line management. A genetic used
by Zoos for endangered species analysis program (Ped Scope) can now be used to help provide
guidance in mate selection.

2018 Report – archiving club documents
Laurie Connell has been collecting documents, photos, and other club archival items for
inventory and archival storage. All metal (e.g. paper clip or staple) are removed from each
document and replaced with plastic paper clips. They are then placed in archival quality folders
and boxes (acid free and buffered paper). We have completed sorting the boxes sent in 2016 by
Joan Bailey and are now scanning the most important old documents. Documents pertinent to the
American Wirehaired Pointing Griffon Association (older documents and AKC associated
documents) were scanned and a flash drive was sent to their archivist.

Any club member who wants to help with this process, especially in the
collection and annotation of old photographs, is encouraged to contact
Laurie Connell by email (oquassa5@gmail.com).

